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Disclaimer

• The Contact Report summaries were derived from “Future Of Mankind” 
English translations 

• Other Reports are unofficial English translations
• Mistakes are possible and unintentional

Purpose
• A recap for those who have read the latest updates
• Highlights key points if you haven’t read the Contact Reports
• Review information may prompt some discussion
• Everyone is encourage to read the source documents



Spanning Period from September 5 to October 2, 2022

No. Date FIGU Publication No Pages Contact Translation Link

1 2022-08-25 Contact Report 819 12 Ptaah FutureOfMankind

2 2022-09-08 Contact Report 820 7 Ptaah FutureOfMankind

3 2022-09-13 Contact Report 821 11 Bermunda FutureOfMankind

4 2022-09-22 Contact Report 822 5 Ptaah FutureOfMankind

1 Sep /1 2022 Sign of the Time - SE 28 32 Unofficial

2 Sep /2 2022 Sign of the Time - SE 29 28 Unofficial

3 Sep /3 2022 Sign of the Time - SE 30 14 Unofficial

Total 109

http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_819
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_820
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_821
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_822
https://truth.isgreat.ca/media/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time/!_English/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time%20-%20Special%20Edition%20-%20No%20028.u.pdf
https://truth.isgreat.ca/media/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time/!_English/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time%20-%20Special%20Edition%20-%20No%20029.u.pdf
https://truth.isgreat.ca/media/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time/!_English/FIGU%20Sign%20of%20the%20Time%20-%20Special%20Edition%20-%20No%20030.u.pdf


Contact Reports 819-822 (30-pages), 25-topics

BEAM Related
2-topics

Reoccurring Themes
11-topics

Special interest
12-topics



Billy

• A 24th attempt on his life failed when someone on a ladder looking down on Billy 
lost balance, the rifle pointed up and fired harmlessly into the sky

• The Core Group helped to built the Centre as did other friends and acquaintances 
however Billy supervised all projects, trained unskilled workers and did much work 
including digging 18-pits for trees with one-hand

• Observes that sharing the truth resulted in 24-attempts on his life
• Billy’s stolen UFO photos were falsified and exploited for profit by the liars and 

deceivers from around the world
• Billy, defending the theft of his own photo, was successfully sued by one American 

for 3,500 francs
• A Swiss court forbade Billy to say anything about people who were using his UFO 

photos and films fraudulently so he kept quiet about the matter
• Filed a complaint against persons in Hinwil and was ridiculed by the Police and 

Governor and lost his gun permit
• Was in a vehicle with Silvano when they were shot however the police laughed and 

said it was a rock chip from a passing vehicle but no one else was on the road at the 
time and they saw the shooter when it happened

• Billy admits that he is not a chatterbox and has learned to stay quiet about the truth 
at times



Billy (continued)

• As a young boy, was taught forest lore by his father and forester Schweizer
• As a child worked in the forest cutting down trees with the big two-man tree saw 

before attending first grade in school
• Is able to cope with know-it-alls, doubters and those who are hostile 
• All over the world people now realize his ex-wife and younger son lied about the truth 

some of whom have become passive members and are learning to think for themselves
• Billy’s ex-wife encountered Ptaah in the parlour – nothing further is shared
• Lived in the Ashoka Ashram near Mehrauli, and met Pobol Cheng, as a child, who 

emigrated to the USA with her uncle and brother and became a UN delegate
• Was often visited openly in the ashram by Asket, and seem together by Pobol
• Caught an attacking cobra which he preserved in a jar with alcohol and took it to 

Switzerland and gave it to his friend Heidi Näf as a gift when she was a telephone 
operator in Zurich 

• Knows about an upcoming disaster however is unable to share details which could be 
averted by applying logic and reason

• The climate at the Centre is getting dryer and Billy and Ptaah discuss planting drought 
tolerant trees

• Saw a monster 38-m high wave in the Pacific, caused by Earth’s inner magma 
displacements, which vibrates the ocean’s waters allowing them to surge and sunk 
giant freighters 



Billy (continued)

• Understands his teachings are only reaching thousands rather than billions of people 
however the effort is none-the-less worthwhile if it only helps a few make their lives 
more meaningful, enjoyable and filled with purpose and understanding

• Learned about financial management as a 5-year-old from his parents
• His parents had 7-children including two brothers Gottlieb and Karl, an older sister 

Berta, a disabled sister Verena all of whom have passed away and two remaining 
sisters Hedwig and Hiedi

• Billy’s family was somewhat large but common at the time; they were relatively poor
• Billy earned money picking berries and selling to housewives, scavenging glass and 

metal in the waste-pit sold to the glassworks and scrap-metal dealer, and mowing grass 
for a nearby neighbor widow

• As a child Billy told a woman from the Methodist sect he did not need a "Savior", and 
he did not believe in God, nor angels, after which she began to harass and beat him up 
when she could catch him

• Billy helped construct an expand their small family house
• Bernadette has written a biography about Billy contained in 2 large volumes with 2 or 3 

more volumes to follow
• Has learned much from Sfath and saw things that will forever be kept secret from 

Earthlings 



Billy (continued)

• Observed a giant 21 m long squid in the depths of the sea, the resting place of the 
Titanic

• The steel from the Titanic will be fully consumed by around 30-species of bacteria in 
700-years

• Observed the bottom of the 11,000 m depth Mariana trench, mud volcanoes in 
Indonesia, a huge desert and Salt Lake high in the Andes Mountains

• A bear made friends with Sfath and Billy following them for days
• Billy was taken to the time of the Incas, and witnessed many other events in earth’s 

history that defy conventional wisdom
• Billy and Semjase materialized in front of Adamski frightening him as was Ruppelt who 

worked for the Blue Book and admitted everything was orchestrated to deny the UFO 
phenomena

• Bermunda presents Billy with drawings of Elijah, Jeremiah and Mohammed



Jeremiah                                                   Elijah                                  Mohammed



Plejaren

• Do not have drugs or alcohol therefore do not have the problems 
these substances inflict on society

• Erra also has monster waves in their oceans
• The federation populations comprises 103 billion people on worlds 

within a radius of many light years, who live completely in peace

China

• China referred to as the ‘yellow danger’
• Mao was a murderer who incited a revolution responsible for the deaths 

of 40 million people
• Mao ordered the corpses be cooked and eaten by the people due to the 

famine that arose at the time of the revolution and counter-revolution
• Mass executions took place simply when a person uttered an evil word 

against Mao
• Friends therefore betrayed friends, children their parents and parents 

their children, whereby the betrayed then legally shot or beaten to 
death, exploited, cooked and were eaten



Climate Change

• Caused by humanity which will bring great disaster upon the earth and its 
people

• Due to shortages of drinking water the authorities will consider rationing
• Energy demands increase due to electric vehicles that over-strain the available 

energy supply which cannot be met by adding wind turbines or solar panels
• Climate protestors do not understand that over 9.2 billion human beings 

produce enormous amounts of CO2 through their breath polluting the world
• Monsoons will become tremendously stronger in the future due to climate 

change and cause many deaths
• Climate change is ‘changing’ all life forms on earth in some way which is not 

been recognized by 'clever' scientists
• Demonstrations begin anew including criminal activity, which puts the world in 

turmoil by the environmental protection freaks, mainly young people, who have 
no life experience, but strong opinions, as well as older folks, who are not better 
off which brings “Fridays for Future’ back into conversation

• Renewed interest in sex results in unplanned pregnancies through prostitution, 
rape, or carelessness, including wealthy men who satisfy their lust without 
regard for getting women pregnant 



Corona Virus

• The epidemic, seems to be subsiding, in reality is mutating very rapidly and has 
already claimed over 1.3 million lives worldwide this year, and will continue for 
some time to claim many victims

• Will be forgotten in time however continues to demand victims 
• Corona plague and its mutations pose a real danger, which has cost over 8 million 

human lives
• Continue to protect yourself using FFP2 respirators if in close contact with people 

who are not in your immediate circle
• Suffering will continue from long-term corona virus effects, from which many 

human beings are already dying which the medical profession do not understand
• The long-term corona ailments, which doctors are unable to trace back to the 

corona plague, have over 400 manifestations 
• The plague has already claimed 8.37 million lives worldwide during the period 

since 2019 to date
• The corona has settled down a bit however at FIGU (feegu) they continue to wear 

FFP2-respirators when going abroad as recommended by the Plejaren



EU

• The EU dictatorship will unleash new sanctions against Russia by the end of 
August, without asking the individual member states nor their populations if this 
is alright

• The EU dictatorship are not thinking for themselves otherwise they would 
realize they are being deceived and exploited by the USA whose goal is world 
domination

Neutrality

• Neutrality enables and justifies peaceful military cooperation working 
together with foreign military powers

Spiritual Teachings

• The teaching learned in Europe, Australia, New Zealand, China, Canada, America, Russia 
and in Asia, have helped and continues to help many human beings to be themselves and 
feel free within themselves

• Folks learn of FIGU (feegu) and the teaching through relatives, acquaintances, friends or 
through the website

• Unfortunately, only a few human beings on Earth trust in the truth and benefit from it
• The spiritual teaching are now correctly call ‹Doctrine of Truth, Doctrine of Creation Energy, 

Doctrine of Life›



Health

• Nature can provide a great many remedies for illnesses and pain, which can be 
used successfully as common medicine

• The 'willow bark', which depending on the metabolism of the human beings can 
work wonders, such as against pain and even migraine

• Willow bark is available in capsule form, and it is also the main ingredient of 
aspirin, which has other effects besides relieving pain, such as reducing fever, 
thinning the blood and getting rid of migraine pain

• Three other arthritis related natural remedies include devil's claw, frankincense 
(Boswellia) and VegAstin

• Natural astaxanthin (AST) is an algae extract that also contains beta-carotene, 
lutein and canthaxanthin

• If a woman is pregnant and drinks alcohol or taking drugs, etc., this 
habit/addiction passes to the life growing up in the womb

• Depending on what the mother consumes during pregnancy changes the 
amniotic fluid in the womb and influences food preferences of the child such as 
a fondness for sweet or sour after a certain age



Mankind

• 83% of forest fires are man-made resulting from carelessness, negligence, 
deliberate arson or recklessness

• Politicians should not be allowed to hold office for more than 1 year which 
would prevent criminal decisions such as what is happening in Switzerland

• In today’s age many categorize people as either a friend or foe, but not an equal 
fellow human being, whose lives and existence are to be respected

• In this regard non-friends are enemies to be wiped out and destroyed through 
revenge, the death penalty, manslaughter, war or murder

• Man should not harbor and cultivate prejudices against his fellow human beings, 
but should always strive to find out the truth and thus accept and treat them as 
human beings

• The slave trade involved both American and Swiss slave owners
• African slaves were loaded onto ships but when heavy seas were encountered 

the slaves would be discarded overboard and sacrificed still attached to their 
heavy chains 



Religion

• All religious stories have been misunderstood or deliberately falsified since ancient 
times which is not believed by Christians, Muslims, Jews nor other religious believers 
and their sects

• Since ancient times religious documents were written by believers who 
misinterpreted or deliberately falsified the instructors message hundreds of years 
after they died, including Christianity, Judaism and Islam

• Religious doctrine and stories were deliberately falsified to keep individual or masses 
of human beings in religious faith, to keep them in line with racism, slavery and 
financial dependence and exploitation

• Many earthlings arrogantly believe they are alone in the universe, and deny other 
life exists such as evidence of UFO

• Earthlings overwhelmingly prefer to believe in an imaginary god and so there is little 
chance for improvement

• Religious believers have been manipulating earth people since ancient times, by 
indoctrinating the unstable and gullible

• Everything is aimed at making the earthlings believe that one God is above all, 
because a believing person does not think for themselves

• Of all religions, the Christian Son of God, given the name Jesus Christ, who in reality 
was Jmmanuel, never taught the nonsense of today



USA 

• America conquers the world through war
• Various states are friendly to America, in the EU, primarily Germany and France and 

others, whose state officials do not fantom they are being exploited by the USA
• The USA and Germany financially sustain the war in Ukraine but German people suffer 

greatly due to the added higher cost of living, become poor, suffer hunger and misery, but 
remain silent and do not complain as the state leaders do not care as they only look out 
for themselves living in luxury thanks to their high salaries

• Racial hatred flourishes in America as demonstrated by the Klu Klux Klan who remain 
active today 

• Americans will one day suffer from unjust laws, skewed towards racial hatred such as the 
Ku Klux Klan

• America wants to degrade Russia as an independent state, invoke its ruin and then 
dominate

• If America can make world domination a reality, it will have to live and suffer for its crimes
• The German Foreign Minister Baerbock has lost all sense become pro-America
• In the near future America will antagonize China by taking sides with Taiwan 
• American arms deliveries to Taiwan, which have been planned for a long time, are carried 

out similar to the weapons deliveries to Ukraine and include secretly active mercenaries, 
initiated with Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan, which increases the risk of another world war



USA (continued) 

• A member of the American government does not think the whole thing is correct and 
will make the matter public

• Iraq was attacked through lies of President Bush and later by his war criminal son, which 
caused a once flourishing Iraq to sink into ongoing and further anarchy and chaos

• America will one day disappear from the map as a state of the USA but not likely until 
the distant future

• America's downfall as a state of the USA will be inevitable; it will not be defeated from 
the outside, but will destroy itself from within

• America has more internal enemies than can be imagined, who are doing a lot to ensure 
that its end will come, even if it will take a long time 

• The German descendant President Trump, unconsciously, has kept alive the coming 
demise of America as a state and will inevitably become reality in the distant future

• One day the still secret opposition will suddenly reveal its intentions and tens of 
thousands – as has already happened with Trump –will take to the streets and become 
violently active, overthrow the government and put an end to the madness of US 
hegemony and its own state

• America's first president was a murderer who shot a peace negotiator carrying a white 
flag for no reason, such is America’s long history of violence and murder



USA (continued) 

• The USA state structure is illusory as it isolates itself from its own people and from 
the rest of the world through its 'internal security’ and mistrusts everything and 
everyone and denies everyone true justice

• America has always had presidents and lackeys around them, who carry out orders 
to commit murders and wage wars, secretly causing mischief and extinguish human 
lives without conscience

• Religious sects in America are created some of which cult members do not shy away 
from sexual abuse of daughters or other child abuse – as in the case of Catholic 
'dignitaries'

• America believes it is the ruler of the world, but this pseudo-empire will one day 
crumble, because its isolates itself from the rest of the world, even if this is not 
recognizable by many people, is the beginning of its downfall



War in Ukraine

• Reports of many buried bodies found in a forest, allegedly massacred by Russians, 
had Christian wooden crosses on the graves but why would the enemy bother to 
honor their victims with crosses?

• This is American’s war financed by America, not Ukraine’s war
• America spends billions of dollars to equip Zelensky with weapons and secretly 

participating in the war itself
• This war would not have been possible if weapons had not been supplied to Ukraine
• Many NATO states partisanship, deceitfully acquired by the USA, supply weapons to 

Ukraine causing unparalleled crime against humanity, such as has never happened 
before on Earth, outranking the NAZI regime

• The USA makes sure only war crimes and misdeeds of the Russian fighters are made 
public to glorify the Ukrainian Army who none-the-less commit atrocities to their 
own people

• Zelensky is a stooge of the USA
• The USA is sending hundreds of millions and even billions of dollars to supply 

weapons to Ukraine, and the American people have no say, will have to pay for it 
through taxation

• State populations will be burdened with new types of taxation; withholding tax, 
turnover tax, profit tax, etc., in order to pay for the debts incurred by the ongoing 
supply of weapons and money to Zelensky



War in Ukraine (continued)

• The war-reports are filled with lies spread in favour of Ukraine, which effectively 
steers the population into believing Russia is the enemy 

• Although Russia is reported to be shelling the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant, it is 
actually the Ukrainian army causing the destruction as Russia has been in control of 
the facility for a long time

• America takes advantage of its stupid NATO supporters and secretly incites them 
against Russia helping to achieve their goal for world domination

• Both sides are doing wrong, because war, torture, murder and manslaughter do not 
solve any problem but rather made matters worse

• Russia is to be forced down, which has been the ambition of America for centuries 
by the dark government, is now realized through America and the European Union

• All states supplying arms and providing finance for warfare are guilty of a world war 
due to their irresponsible supply weapons which has never before occurred on Earth

• The whole thing leads to other states waging evil attacks and wars with neighboring 
states, placing the world in further turmoil

• People do not dare to contradict Zelensky, who is able to imprison any dissenters 
who would threaten his agenda, making him an absolute dictator



War in Ukraine (continued)

• America is using Zelensky and will drop him once he has served their bidding
• The attacks against Putin are not justified because he is NOT the sole culprit, as Putin 

receives instructions and advice from the “Duma” and must act accordingly
• Due to the American propaganda the Russian people will turn against their leaders, 

and many will flee the country however they will face punishment of desertion if 
caught

Beliefs

• Not thinking is what is generally referred to as stupidity 
• It is not an insult if a person is told they are stupid, because it means they do not 

think, and only respond superficially according to their senses
• People of faith, have the wrong opinion of the truth because they value their faith 

above all and unable to think for themselves

Black Holes

• Swallow countless suns and planets becoming more energized until it overloads 
and explodes, which then creates a gamma-ray burst

• The newly formed matter creates new stars, suns and planets over the course of 
billions of years



FIGU (feegu) High Council

• Amendments to the Articles of Association required because the guidelines are 
broken and not adhered to rationally and sensibly

• Management of FIGU (feegu) must never be hierarchical
• Decisions requires 3/4 of the Core Group members by unanimous consensus
• Debate on voting points are to be presented in a neutral manner
• Voted on items should not be pre-published prior to the meeting to prevent advance 

partisanship, undo influence and bias which prevent independent thinking 

Forest Harvesting

• ‘Forests’ are incorrectly referred to as ‘renewable energy’ because the trees that are 
cut down do not automatically regrow, but must be replanted

• Long excerpt on forest harvesting practices and tree rotation cycles from 
https://www.wald-prinz.de/

• Includes a table of the most important tree species listing the years they grow, 
maximum age, and mature tree height

https://www.wald-prinz.de/


Government Secrets

• Governments activity keep top-secret information from the general public
• However the people should be informed about everything that the state does 

otherwise the leaders of the state can act uncontrollably as the holders of power and 
do as they please

• Secret services must not exist in a free world under any circumstances, because they 
act illegally and promote irresponsible discord, spying, murder and destruction

• Keeping ‘secrets’ from the people is only possible in a world which lacks freedom, 
abounds in discord, religious delusion and everything that causes war, persecution, 
revenge, criminality, envy, selfishness, misery and hardship, as well as psychological 
and physical harm

Invasive Plants

• Invasive plants enrich nature, so many plants of the traditional invasive species are not 
harmful contrary to popular opinion

• There are very few species that behave aggressively in nature against other native plants
• Fighting invasive flora and fauna is not natural and should not be combated, because 

everything changes naturally over time and can take thousands or millions of years
• Normally nature regulates the introduction of invasive species in such a way that 

everything proceeds peacefully and adaptively and the invasive species will either 
proliferate or be displaced



Nokodemion Line

• 25 million years ago a lunar structure finds its way into this universe and the Earth 
through a natural dimensional gate

• When the new lunar structure entered earth’s orbit it pushed away the existing 
1,000 km diameter moon which moved towards Jupiter and was caught by its 
gravitational pull

• A group of explorers followed the new lunar formation to the Earth and has since 
been repeatedly visited by Plejaren descendants

• Earth visitors took many life-forms and other goods with them to ‘Minator’, renamed 
Erra, about 52,000 years ago when peace spread throughout the Plejaren world

• Erra means ‘soil’ and ‘earth’
• A distant descendant of Nokodemion first came to the Earth about 280,000 years 

ago and decided that the Teaching of Truth, Teaching of Creation-energy, Teaching of 
Life, should be brought into this universe, this dimension of Creation and to the 
Earth

• At the Arahat Athersata level, energies of Nokodemion could be born on Earth, 
which first happened about 14,000 years ago, and included Enoch, Elijah, Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, Jmmanuel, Muhammed and Billy



Roswell

• The UFO was a very flat and plate-shaped object
• It crashed over Tikaboo Peak and was severely damaged but remained intact as 

explained by Brigadier General Roger Ramey to Sfath and Billy
• Ramey became frightened when Sfath and Billy suddenly materialized in front of him
• The flying object and living bodies of the crew were transported by the military, 

immediately, to the secret and secured Homey Airport (note Billy: Area 51) in the 
Nellis Air Force Restricted Area

Spanish Flu

• Claimed 70-million lives
• The Spanish flu epidemic, arose from a traditional bird flu, originated in Kansas in 

the USA when wild birds infected domestic ducks and chickens and then human 
beings which then spread to Europe

The Spirit

• Jmmanuel never used the term ‘spirit’ as he only spoke of 'creative power'
• The word 'spirit' was invented later and falsely adopted in a religious context
• The word 'spirit' is falsely derived from the Indo-Germanic language and has been 

spread all over the world, namely from the term 'gheis', which means 'seized, 
excited, horrified, shuddering, frightened and upset'



Vaccines

• In the future various vaccines are primarily swindles and money-making for 
pharmaceutical companies, which are otherwise worthless and ineffective

• Do not trust in vaccines if it has not been proven for many years that they are 
actually effective



Contact Report Highlights Link

truth.isgreat.ca

https://truth.isgreat.ca/
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